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UTEP Vice-President
March 13, 1931 (Cancer)

He has a direct line to his mother's influence. He senses moods and trends in
public life, and tries to appease people accordingly. This can be to his advantage in
achieving his ambitions for power, prestige and recognition. His climb to "'the top of his
professional ladder will always be considered over everything else. Friends will help him.

JIMMY REEVES WALKER
Dean of Students
September 12, 1929 (Gemini)
He is an initiator of ideas and plans, in which his emotions do not interfere. He
is extremely adaptable to what is practical and the most expedient . . . He is analytical and
good with details, but would probably delegate the responsibility of his plans to someone else. He is a restless, enthusiastic man with a driving, all-consuming ambition for
success and recognition in_ his field. His friends have and will continue to help him. -

LOUISE FLETCHER RESLEY
December 25, 1907 (Virgo)

Dean of Women

She is analytical but can be practical with outstanding organizational ability. She
achieved success through patience, initiative, understanding, and an ability to enforce decisions she has made in spite of strong opposition. She has an unusual and unpredictable
slant to the ego and the affections. She will have success in her concepts of what should be
even after others have given up.

ROBERT MILTON LEECH
May 2, 1921

..

Acting President of UTEP
(Taurus)

He has no basic conflict between his inner an outer natures. He is a level type
who senses .a mission t o be accomplished, and places the emphasis on unusual and
sympathetic approaches ~o public m'tnds. However, he has a practical and down-to-earth
approach with the proletariat and student classes. Life will have abrupt changes for
him. He sometirnes has sudden good luck, but he also has a tendency to be placed in
awkward -and uncomfort<)ble positions .
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The
Well- Prepared
Protestor

The Republican Frolics
Recently the Republican Convention in Miami Beach treated us to a
diverting series of T. V. specials. They showed the country how to arrive at
a solution to a posed problem, by ignoring its causes and treating its effects.
The Republican answe~ to riots and civil unrest in this country, (as
postulated in their colorful T. V spectacles), is that strict enforcement of
law and order will successfully assauge and eventually eliminate this unwanted
condition. We may infer this from Gc>Vernor Agnew's acceptance speech of
the RepuBlican Vice-Presidential nomination. He promised to quash riots, looters and even civil disobedience, by use of force. (We may reflect on the "illegally-achieved gains" ameliorating the condition of the discriminated-against
segment of our society, which were promulgated by the advocates of non- ·
violent resistance, and civil disobedience, and wonder how Governor Agnew
would equate their achievements against the dogma in his philosophy of government.)
The one discordant note in this bucolic scene of righteous content
was struck by a young Republican "peace delegate."
He acted as though unaware that "peace through force" is the motivation in the Viet-Nam conflict. He raised intemperate questions, suggesting
that more effort should be expended toward a peaceful solution of the war.
by logistics, instead of blind adherence to a forceful solution. Since these
proposals were clearly contrary to the established order of things, his proposals
were ·treated with the contempt that the situation called for.
Fortunately, this was the only heretical note sounded at the convention, as the renutining speakers and participants strove to outdo each other
in slavish affirm~tion of ·what constituted a policy of supremacy of property
rights ov~r humiiJ. rights, and the proposition that the letter of the law must
take precedence <;>Ver- the · spii;it of the law.
- Morton S. Kolleeny
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Tear gas, this writer has learned
through personal experience, is a very
unpleasant and effective way of dispersing a crowd. It causes the eyes to
water, the nose to run, makes the
throat dry and then sore. A direct shot
of gas in the face is enough to blow
a person over. Mace is even more
potent. It is a chemical agent, the long
range effects of which are not known.
Therefore, in case any readers find
themselves involved in any disturbances in which mace or tear gas is
used, we offer the following suggestions:
1) Cover the face with vaseline,
as mace may do-damage to the skin.
2) Keep as much of your body
as possible covered by clothing.
3) Remove all jewelery, especially pierced earrings. Such ornaments
may be used by the police to inflict
pain upon the demonstrators.
4) When shot in the eyes with
tear gas or mace, do not rub them.
Water is much more effective, and
will not cause the chemical to spread.
5) Carry, at all times, a wet rag.
When the action starts, cover your
face with the rag and breathe through
your mouth.
_6) If possible, wear a helmet - they may start using clubs.
7) Wh~never it seems to be most
·expedient, run like hell.
0

D
"Early to Bed
Early to rise
Leaves all the fun
For the other guys!"
-Ben Franklin?-
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An Exercise 1n FutilitY The AnalytrcarHangup
A Preface in the Form of a Commentary on an Illegible Poem
by Robert Hamilton
Either 0 , a poem by Martin Jacobsen
Editor's Note: The following article was written by Professor Robert Hamilton as a preface
to the journals of Martin Jacobsen, one of his students, who met with an untimely death
during May of this year. Professor Hamilton will have the journals published just before the
end of the year under the title The Aesthetic Mode- A Study of an Existential Problem.
This work will not only include the diaries but also an extensive commentary which should be
of interest to psychologists and philosophers alike).
· Author's Note:
/
(Unfortunately this poem is totally unreadable except for the title. It was written on
a napkin with a fountain pen while the
author was apparently under the influence
of alcohol. Had the title not been written
in such large characters, it too would have
been illegible) .
Martin Jacobsen was born on January
21, 1945, a third generation American of
Swedish ancestry. He spent a quiet childhood, raised mainly by his mother and
grandmother. His father was a civil servant
of medium importance and because of his
specialty, hygiene and general health, and
having a good proficiency with languages,
he was required to travel to various parts
of the world where his family was not
permitted.
Martin's middle youth was generally
ill spent. He did li_ttle during his secondary
school years which can be described as other
than mediocre. After graduation he was -admitted to a college of equal mediocrity and
spent most 9£ his time doing what one
might expect from an aesthetic personality,
anything which caught his fancy. He continued with this whimsical attitude until
the last year of his undergraduate training,
in philosophy, when he made the decision
to attempt to change the general texture of
his life. The decision o become an ethical
rather than an aesthetic personality was
made sometime during the first two months
of 1968. We can approxill\ate the time from
some entries in the journal concerning the
weather and from some of his themes which
also show the change.
Following his decision to motivate his
existence in this new direction he was to
meet a woman, A. E., who he was to fall
in love with, out of necessity. This, although
not the first exposure to a situation in which
his new attitude could be tested, was the
one he choose. It was his feeling that love
was the most total and perfect commitment
but his aesthetic nature prevented him from
realizing that because of the nature of love,
it was something to be worked to and not
started from. Not only was this working
against the realization of his goal, the ethical
life, but his choice of love objects as we
shall see, was something less than sensible.
From his notes it would appear that
she was somewhere from five to to seven
years his senior, of above average intellic
gence and training (as was he, although he
seldom exhibited it), the victim of a fairly
young and short first marriage, and moderately bothered by both physical and mental
disturbances, although none of them were
of a serious nature. Outwardly attractive
and relatively compassionate, she was, all
in all, not an undesirable woman for a person of stability equal to my own, but Martin
was in no position to comfort her in times
of stress and she could certainly not be ex-

pected to carry him through his difficult
period. She needed flipancy and this was
what he was requiring the purge of. He did
not realize the full scope of his situation because of his intensitivity to deep emotion
and as a result ran· headlong into catastropy.
His journal shows that he began to
think in such phrases as "celebration of humanity", "autonomy through sacrafice", and
"there is only one necessity and that is
honesty.': Impatient to prove that his new
direction was the correct one, he began
too soon to profess his love for her. She,
being more wordly than he, and not for one
minute feeling any such thing for what must
have appeared, to her, a fumbling idiot,
acted mostly out of pity, partly out of curiosity, and never returned his commitment.
He, as should be expected, began to suffer
from the anxiety which he had brought on
himself. He tried every scheme he could
imagine to place her in a situation where
she might feel love for him but none of
them worked.
The faterful day for him arrived sometime during the middle of May, 1968. ( Unfortunately we shall never know the exact
date and time because, as it has been stated,
he never dated his journal). It was then
that he realized that he was enjoying his
torment and, in fact, had never really had
the aesthetic mode. Now, the amplitude of
his anxiety became so great that it was no
longer possible for him to cope with it.

After several days of calculating the exact
manner he was to use to break off the relationship, as if she wouldn't have done it ·
for him had he waited much longer, he told
her, in a quiet and controlled voice, that
although the alliance had been a good thing
while it lasted, it had burned itself out
and should be ended before they became
enemies. It is interesting that he made this
declaration by telephone. It would seem
that he needed the separation and detachment which the telephone offers. This is
not at all inconsistent with the aesthetic
personality. He now realized that even his
final statement was a lie since he knew that
had he not felt she was through with him,
he would have continued enjoying the tortuous game of trying to make her say something which she did not feel.
It was apparently only a short time
after this last conversation with her that
he brought a package to my home and calmly asked me not to open it for several hours.
I honored his request and when I opened
it I found his journal, the illegible poem
which prompted this preferatory discussion,
and the following note, neatly typed but
unsigned:
Dear Professor Hamilton;
I have given my diary to you because I feel that you are the only
one who can really understand it fully. Seeing this in the future, I ,did
everything I could to insure that it
would be well written.
_
Tomorrow you will receive an envelope with some money in it and I
wish you would buy a small pewter
vase and have, "In the form of an
apology", inscribed on it and send it
to A. E. anonymously. Thank you for
the trouble and please forgive me my
suicide.
Author's Note:
(It is my hope that these short descriptive
comments have stimulated your interest in
my former student to the point where you
will want to read the jorunal, in its entirety,
when it is published. It is my feeling that
Martin presents a classic example of the
aesthetic life of self torment, ending in a
lie).
0 It would appear that the title was influenced by the first half of Soren Aaybe
Kierkegaard's work Either/Or (available in
an excellent translation by David and Lillian
Swenson, published by Doubleday in a
sturdy soft cover edition). In the first part,
"Either", Kierkegaard presents us with A,
a truly aesthetic man. He was absolutely
hollow because of his incapacity for deep
emotional envolvement and systematically
destroys himself and everyone who comes
into close contact with him. Martin, as will
be shown, also had this deep fear of total
commitment.
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Just think! In a few years I'll have a periscope! And a gangplank! And a torpedo or two!l!

Whadda mean you don't have your parking sticker!?

Historians at the Aztec Pyramids in Mexico have
finally deciphered the last words of the famous emperor Moctezuma, found inscribed upon an ancient
scroll: "Will someone tell those damned Marines to
stop singing in the halls!?"

-0"Did you hear that a burgler broke into Hubert
Humphrey's house and stole his library?"
"Really?"
"Yeah, they took two coloring books, and he ha.dn't
even finished one of them."

-0Noah Webster's wife found him one day in a rather
awkward situation with the chambermaid.
"Mr. Webster", she cried, "I am surprised!"
But Noah replied, "No, my dear. You are shocked;
am surprised."
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This man is a radical professor?!
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